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Abstract
The success of teaching is depending on a couple of factors: on how far students are involved into lectures, on the mate-

rial, its completeness and on co-learning of students. Involvement of students into lectures means, being able to follow

the thoughts of the teacher, ask questions and make comments. The material must be presented in a suitable form and

essential parts of it have to be available during the whole learning process, for preparing participation in lectures and

exercises as well as for exams. For more effective learning and training of social abilities, working in groups of co-learn-

ers has to be encouraged.

Mobile and ubiquitous computing offer new possibilities to achieve these goals by increasing the awareness in class and

supporting an active participation of students. By promoting existing concepts and enabling new ways of application

sharing, the project SASCIA (System architecture supporting cooperative and interactive applications) aims at develop-

ing a framework for multiple applications to support teaching in collocated, remote and hybrid scenarios. Its core is com-

posed of components to capture and distribute context information about sessions, participants and those applications

that are used during a lecture or encounter among students. A configurable floor control was designed to cope with a

wide spectrum of applications and learning situations. For some cases, even a control for semantic consistency can be

necessary. In combination with a suitable user and session management, a whiteboard for annotations and a recording

facility to support latecomers as well as subsequent replay, these components are providing the required functionality.

As a consequence, SASCIA offers remote control and viewing facilities to all participants during lectures and co-learn-

ing sessions. That means, usage of a lot of facilities like applications, pointing and annotating in application windows are

available to everyone by leaving teachers the right to interrupt at any time. All public annotations as well as private ones

can be stored and replayed afterwards. By offering state information about everybody in class with proper regard of pri-

vacy concerns, participants are enabled to address each other more personally. This holds especially for teachers getting

direct feedback on their presentation. For discussions without a teacher being present, SASCIA provides collaborative

ways of experiencing teachware and a voting mechanism to support ad hoc encounters and peer relations among partici-

pants.

As demonstrated by measurement values with a first prototype, the performance of the whole system is acceptable. Fur-

ther evaluation and experiments in real class situations are planned for the next semesters.

1 Introduction
Education has become one of the most crucial factors of our community regarding industry as well as all other areas of

daily life. To achieve high quality in teaching, students have to be inspired to actively deal with a topic. Hence, suitable

facilities are needed and an appropriate atmosphere has to be created to let students experience the material by them-

selves, discuss and test different aspects, ask questions and make comments. In short, a constructive rather than an

instructive manner of teaching is the preferred one. Moreover, learning in groups has to be encouraged to increase its

effectiveness and to train social abilities.

A first support for collocated scenarios with all participants being present in the same room was given with desktop com-

puters connected by a fixed network and equipped with a conference system for application sharing. Because of the

enourmous costs and the inflexibility of this approach, it was realized in special environments and for small groups of
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learners only (cf. [1]). By transmitting audio and video from lectures to distributed groups of students, remote scenarios

are supported (e. g. [11]; [41]). This is useful for instance in sparsely populated regions, for handicapped people or for

life long learning. In short, those people are gaining profit from tele-lectures who prefer staying in a certain environment

due to problems with traveling or just to save time and cost.

But tele-presence is not well accepted due to its lack from mediating the feeling of really being together. Moreover, tele-

lectures have proofed rather poor with regard to interactivity and students becoming actively involved [26]. Even new

mechanisms and policies for floor control to achieve more flexibility in gaining access rights to microphone and key-

board, did not change this situation tremendously (cf. [42]). Nevertheless, tele-lectures have triggered the recording of

audio and video in combination with slides, a mechanism that is used successfully to make available material to learners

[12], [57]. By adding further facilities, even annotations as made on the slides by the teacher during the lecture can be

captured and offered afterwards (e. g. [1], [6], [9], [27], [60]).

In contrast to human interaction, there is a much higher motivation to perform laboratory experiments from remote.

While it can provoke the most intensive experience for learners, to be close to an experiment and really watch the whole

process, there are some serious reasons against it. Usually, equipment for experiments is quite expensive but nevertheless

rather seldom in use. Hence, the possibility of sharing the same equipment in the form of tele-experiments among differ-

ent, geographically separated institutions, increases the selection of available experiments for teachers and students. Fur-

thermore, it is not always feasible and can even bear risks to be near, e. g. in chemical or nuclear plants. As a

consequence, some monolithic solutions have been designed already to enable tele-experiments in a special teaching area

for single users as well as for collaboration (e. g. [25], [17]).

With more wide spread usage of mobile devices and the upcoming technology of wireless networks, new possibilities are

arising for collocated and remote ways of teaching. Currently, a lot of work is underway to bring wireless equipment to

the campus and find out its potential for teaching. A first step is provided by making available services like electronic

mail, access to information and course material as well as notification throughout the whole campus [20]. More sophisti-

cated features are offered by the following work:

• [66] let each student experiment on its own with tools like compilers during the lecture.

• [9] enable teacher and learners to make public and private notes for later retrieval.

• [2] provide a facility for remote pointing in application windows for a scenario among an expert and somebody work-

ing in the field. This possibility can be applied to teaching situations as well as shown by [48].

• [56] and [33] examine further possibilities like the electronic pendant of hand raising and direct feedback to teachers

via handheld computers during the lecture.

From a more general point of view, the last two cases have in common that state information about applications and peo-

ple as well as its visibility to participants are involved. In literature, this fact is called context awareness (e. g. [24] and

[39]): Either an individual is informed about its own state and its environment or other people are getting such informa-

tion. This holds for the electronic as well as for the physical world. For instance, people can be informed about activities

of other persons in an electronic shared workspace where members are allowed to bring in or modify folders and files for

shared access [4]. Even in the physical case, more and more types of context information are becoming available like

e. g. position, temperature, and intensity of light or noise. To this end, either cameras or suitable sensors can be used

(e. g. [25], [59]).

We want to proceed one step further by studying all these aspects in a systematic way. Context awareness will be com-

bined with all other facilities into one framework that allows to share and control typical applications among teacher and

students or a group of students during the same session in the most powerful and flexible way. Such typical applications

in the area of teaching include

• tools for presentation (e. g. Microsoft PowerPoint, StarOffice or Acrobat Reader),

• engineering or simulation environments (e. g. products like JBuilder, Rational Rose, Ptolemy, Matlab) or even

• real experiments like e. g. remote control of input to three tanks or of a railway model [8].

In the following, we start with collecting requirements arising in this special context (section 2). At first sight, the well

known concept of conferencing and sharing tools with standardized protocols ([28], [31]) should suffice to solve our

requirements. But by evaluating some existing systems against our criteria, section 3 demonstrates that they have not

been designed to meet teaching requirements completely. Hence, the need for additional and specific features came up.

As a consequence, a model was built for all involved components and their context information being relevant for appli-

cation sharing in teaching. From that, the new framework SASCIA (System Architecture Supporting Cooperative and

Interactive Applications) was derived that directly copes with teaching situations (cf. overview in section 5). It is based

on suitable components for user and session management that are maintaining context information and make use of it for

special purposes (section 6). For each application to be integrated, SASCIA is containing an application frame, that con-
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sists of a context information capturing mechanism, a configurable floor and consistency control and a shared whiteboard

for public and individual annotation (section 7). A first step towards subsequent replay is provided by a mechanism to

track teaching material including all annotations and store it into databases (section 8). Up to now, some first applications

have been integrated into this framework successfully. While the notorious shared whiteboard is already part of each

application frame to enable note taking, it can be used as well on its own as an application for drawing and writing in

shared documents. Moreover, we describe the collaborative usage of interactive animation applets to teach communica-

tion protocols (section 9). After detailing implementation aspects and measurement results obtained with the first proto-

type (section 10), we conclude this report by outlining some directions for future work in section 12.

2 Scenarios and requirements
As laid out in the introduction, two different scenarios, one with teacher and the other one without, are motivating our

work.

2.1 Scenario 1: Lectures
The first scenario concerns a scheduled lecture with teacher and students (cf. fig. 1). We assume most of them to be col-

located in the same room. Hence, this performance can be identified by name of lecture, teacher or room. All participants

have to authenticate to proof that he or she is allowed to attend resp. act as a teacher. Typically, students are not always in

time due to latency of trains, traffic jam or other reasons. That means, some can enter after the start of the lecture or leave

in advance. Some can not attend at all because of other activities taking place in parallel, sickness or something else.

Depending on the reason, students may want to participate remotely from the beginning in real time, maybe switch to the

collocated case some time later on or at least replay the lecture afterwards at a suitable moment. Hence, the number and

presence of participants can vary during such kinds of teaching sessions. Moreover, devices with totally different charac-

teristics can be used for participation. Besides available resources, input devices and operating system, even the quality

of the connection can differ [5].

Traditionally, teachers of all disciplines have been writing on a blackboard, showing physical slides or experiments or

have been discussing a topic with their students. All these media have been used in a combined way. Nowadays, they are

relying more and more on a designated computer that is equipped with a projector and suitable input/output facilities,

e. g. a physical whiteboard or graphic tablet. This opens up many possibilities like using a tool for presentation (e. g.

Microsoft PowerPoint, StarOffice or Acrobat Reader) or demonstrate some application like an engineering or simulation

environment (e. g. products like JBuilder, Rational Rose, Ptolemy, MatLab). In contrast to former times, it is even sim-

pler to play videos. Standing in front of a touch-sensitive board, one can write and draw either on blank screen (ideal

instrument to support discussions) or on projected application windows as well as erase former annotations. Last but not

least, even tele-experiments come into sight, where the teacher is controlling some equipment directly from the auditory

as discussed already in the introduction. To this end, one must know exactly about the current state of all components

involved into the experiment.

Figure 1: Scenario 1 - lecture in wireless environment

Teacher Student (local) Student

Computer for presentations

Archive

(public)

Arch.
(pub.+
priv.)

Application specific
commands, annotations, ...

Arch.
(pub.+
priv.)

Arch.
(pub.+
priv.)

(Touch-sensitive)

I/O

(Touch-sensitive)

I/O

(Touch-sensitive)

I/O

Touch-sensitive I/O
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Thinking of students carrying mobile and handheld devices with them, opens up new possibilities for them as well, thus

increasing interactivity during lectures. At first, students are enabled to download material. Moreover, they should be

allowed to not only perform private note taking but as well point and annotate on public windows as projected on the

screen. If available, a touch-sensitive input device like a special notebook or tablet would be the matter of choice. For

subsequent learning and preparation of exams, it is useful to record all these data by carefully obeying the correct tempo-

ral ordering and durations. Due to copyright and license restrictions, reasonable precautions must be taken regarding

download as well as recording of material. Last but not least, even control of presentations and further kinds of applica-

tions by students should be possible but treated with care. Depending on the nature of an application, its control can

require special abilities resp. result in more or less serious problems in case of misuse (e. g. a tele-experiment with

expensive equipment). In contrast to this, there is limited harm and much benefit provided by a control of the loudspeaker

of the room via the microphone of a mobile device because this feature can make a student understandable even in a very

large auditory or from remote.

While originally the teacher will be having the right for such tasks, she should be able to grant it wholly or in parts to a

student on request. Having controlled an application by more than one person at the same time increases the need for

context awareness, i. e. complete information about the state of all components and actions of other participants. To

enable the teacher to get aware of questions, comments or general feedback of students and react accordingly, a mech-

anism is needed to identify such events. Depending on the size of room and crowd, there is a risk to overlook raised

hands and be unconscious regarding the understanding of students. In remote settings, this problem is getting even more

serious. Moreover, when addressing students one cannot exclude the possibility that they want to stay anonymous.

Hence, they should be identified either by real name or by seat number. In any case, it would be advantageous to have

available a map containing all participating persons with their position and current state (hand raised, floor owner, atten-

tivity etc.). This feature can help teachers as well as students. Especially in a large auditory, learners may want to find

their friends for further talks after the lecture. In some cases, it can even proof useful to select other participants and dis-

cuss topics in a manner that imitates whispering. This can lead to perturbation, therefore the teacher has to decide

whether to allow or prohibit this functionality.

In general, teachers must be able to guarantee a proper performance of the lecture and control students’ actions, espe-

cially revoke access rights from them at any time. In the worst case, even removal of students from the session should be

possible. Furthermore, wireless connection to the rest of the world bears the risk of seducing students to do different

things instead of following the lecture. Thus, some mechanism is required to prevent them from too much distraction.

Finally, all the functionality as described above should be provided without too much further effort, e. g. for setup of sup-

porting tools (cf. [9]).

2.2 Scenario 2: Learning and performing experiments without guide
The second scenario takes place in a group of students without any supervising person being present. These students are

discussing some topic (exercises, exams) and their encounter can arise in a spontaneous or planned manner with local

and remote people. For instance the team A in fig. 2 is constituted of two collocated students at the left and one remote

student at the right hand side. Perhaps the participants have to produce some common result, maybe in competition to

other groups. Hence, others must be prevented from spying (student of team B in fig. 2). Such meetings need not take

place in a room with a designated computer and whiteboard at hand. Instead, students can sit elsewhere inside or outside

buildings without any such equipment.

Figure 2: Scenario 2 - student encounter in wireless environment

Student (team A, remote)Application specific commands, annotations,
...

(Touch-sensitive) I/O(Touch-sensitive) I/O

(Touch-sensitive) I/O

(Touch-sensitive) I/O
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Student (team A, local)
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But nevertheless, they are equipped with mobile devices and share applications via wireless connection. After authentica-

tion, they can even access file servers and tele-experiments on the campus. Since all participants are of same level, the

problem can arise whom to assign the right to control the session or remove disturbing elements. Depending on the social

abilities of participants, some kind of group decision support can be worth while. Analogous to scenario 1, further facili-

ties like support for latecomers, public and private annotations to shared applications as well as recording and replay

should be available.

2.3 Requirements
It can be seen, that both scenarios are posing a number of different requirements that can be classified into specific and

general ones. Specific requirements are the following:

• Awareness in class regarding participants, their identification, seat number, role, level of attentiveness and under-

standing, hand raising.

• Visibility of relevant application information to be able to control them in a proper way.

• Openness of the system, i. e. the possibility to plug-in applications from different teaching disciplines, going hand in

hand with the requirement to integrate further services, especially those providing awareness information.

• During a session, a whole set of such applications should be usable enabling participants to switch among them.

• Different user groups and hierarchies (teacher, students) have to be coped with, resulting in different rights (see

below) and alternate interaction styles: moderated session or scenario with peers, whispering allowed or disabled.

• Depending on role: right to control session and participants.

• The following rights are available for an authorized person (teacher, elected session chair) and granted to others either

in an isolated or combined way:

remote control of audio channel,

pointing and public annotation in application windows (during lectures, these windows are shown on the projector),

remote control of applications including their equipment.

• Private annotation.

• Access to recorded material including public annotation by taking into account copyright restrictions.

• Recording in such a way that real time replay of the whole presentation including audio, public and private annotation

is possible afterwards.

• Prevention from distraction must be provided.

The inclusion of video streams has not been mentioned explicitely due to the fact that it is similar to audio. Moreover,

cameras mean an expensive equipment and require extra effort in usage. Hence, they are worth while for special cases

only like the performance of some experiment but not for teaching scenarios in general.

General requirements concern implementation aspects and the runtime environment of a system with the functionality as

described above:

• Easy and quick set up of sessions to not bore teachers and learners but let them concentrate on the essential. Support

for latecomers.

• Need for authentication and possibility to restrict membership.

• For usage at universities, the system must be independent from platform and available for free.

• Sufficient stability and security must be provided.

• A consistent user interface should be offered.

• User interfaces should be adapted to different natural languages with minimal effort. This is underlined by the fact,

that international studies are taking place at the same institution than national ones.

In the following we examine, whether existing systems do cope with the catalogue of these requirements.

3 Examination of existing products and related work
Before developing a new system from scratch, we investigated existing systems with respect to the requirements as col-

lected in the last section and the effort arising for an eventual extension. In the following we briefly sketch systems being

available for free (at least for non-commercial usage) and summarize results for the most significant ones in table 1 and

[2] (cf. the treatment in [50]).

According to ITU standards [31], NetMeeting [47] from Microsoft is offering audio, video and whiteboard functionality

as well as application sharing. NetMeeting clients can call either a central server or a client already being connected to a

server. Names or internet addresses of other hosts are either known directly or identified via the Microsoft Internet Loca-

tor Service based on LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) but not completely compatible to this standard [45].
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Potential receivers have to decide whether to connect automatically in case of an incoming call (optionally with pass-

word) or demand a confirmation by the user via a popup message. Especially for lectures, the latter behavior is intolera-

ble. In any case, the resulting network like structure causes problems if those people want to leave in advance who are

placed in the middle. In contrast to this, latecomers are supported insofar as they can join at any time after start. Authen-

tication of participants can be guaranteed by means of the Windows Certificate Store. To achieve awareness in class, the

list of all participants is available. Moreover, participants can chat among each other but without any possibility for a

teacher to stop them.

The initiator of a session can remove participants and control the whiteboard but a priori has no further rights. Each arbi-

trary participant having started an application may share control with others (compatible with ITU T.128) and revoke the

floor at any time. In class, this can lead to numerous kinds of perturbations (an even more dangerous functionality con-

cerns the one of releasing the desktop, i. e. completely allowing control over a computer for remote access; this feature is

applicable in special cases only). While copyright restrictions are obeyed by transmitting bitmaps, the network load is

increased tremendously. Application sharing can be used in combination with a physical whiteboard, but in this case

annotation is not possible any longer. This holds as well for the whiteboard (based on ITU T.126) that provides drawing,

NetMeeting MBone JETS2000 VNC

Available

applications

Whiteboard, Chat

ITU T.126, ITU T.128

Windows applications

Whiteboards, Editor Whiteboard, Chat All kinds of applications

Formats

as supported

by whiteboard

proprietary & application

specific

text, ps, pdf, gif, jpeg,

SGML

text, gif, jpeg, slides in

html, drawings, videos (ITU

H.263), VRML

A lot of encodings for dif-

ferent formats

Hierarchy

of participants

(+) - + -

Interaction styles moderated only

chat in subgroups

(optionally encrypted)

MACS: various policies moderated only

enable/disable chat in sub-

groups

-

Identification,

basic awareness

participants list with names

location fix

MACS: icons, available

resources

mlb: participants list with

names

participants list with names -

Further awareness

support

- mlb: hand raising, feedback voting (application only)

Removal

of participants

+ - (-)

exclude from watching &

acting

-

Pointing & public

annotation in

application win-

dow

Whiteboard: both

Arbitrary application win-

dow: pointing only

Whiteboards (mlb, MACS):

both

Public annotation in white-

board (still image required),

public chat, no pointing

+

Private

annotation

- - - -

Data handling ITU T.127 - +/-

Copyright + - + -

Recording, replay - + - -

Latecomers

Early leavers

+

-

+ +/- -

Firewall:

inside

outside

+

+

+

+

+

?

Table 1: Comparison of most significant existing products (specific requirements)
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textual input and pointing as well as individual switching among pages. Due to the fact, that application sharing and

whiteboard are having separate windows, annotations can not be performed on application windows in general. Hence,

annotations are restricted to the whiteboard and the proprietary format as supported by it. Pointers of different users

should differentiate in colour, but this feature does not work quite well. Moreover, its usefulness in classes of large size is

questionable. Private annotation and recording are not supported at all. Because unicast is used for data transfer (compat-

ible with ITU T.127), problems with bandwidth can arise for more than 20 participants and especially in the mobile case.

What is even more, the configuration of the operating systems has to be modified to allow more than 20 tcp/ip connec-

tions (if not using the tree like structure as mentioned above).

A software development kit (SDK) is available that allows the integration of new tools. As demonstrated by the inclusion

of a pointer into video, this kit is not easy to handle [2]. Moreover, an API (application programmer’s interface) is not

offered for internal components, especially floor control is not extensible. Existing user interfaces have been built in a

consistent manner. The stability of the whole system seems to be acceptable. Whereas inside firewalls, the whole func-

tionality is at hand, problems regarding audio and video apply to the case of conferences across firewalls due to dynami-

cally negotiated ports.

As a whole, NetMeeting is a common tool in business environments where participants can be assumed to behave prop-

erly. A very serious disadvantage concerns its restriction to Windows platforms.

Like NetMeeting, Groove [15] simply relies on Windows operating systems. It provides a list of several synchronous fea-

tures like voice over Internet, textual chat, shared viewing of documents and pictures, co-browsing and co-editing of

Word documents as well as asynchronous collaboration support. Its drawbacks regarding the usage for teaching are sim-

ilar to the ones of NetMeeting.

Based on MBone (Multicast Backbone, [43]), a number of tools are available for conferencing in distributed manner

without a central server. We investigated the Session Directory sdr 3.0 and the UCL Shared Whiteboard wbd 1.0ucl4 as

well as more sophisticated whiteboards like mlb [44] and MACS [5]. With sdr, sessions can be announced with different

degrees of visibility: local, region, world. Participants can join an announced session at any time during the performance

thus supporting latecomers as well. The UCL Shared Whiteboard wbd even transmits existing drawings to such persons

(for mlb this functionality is planned). Authentication based on PGP (pretty good privacy) is provided for session man-

agement but not for whiteboards. Due to its main purpose of being a multimedia conferencing system with audio and

video windows included, mere usage of the shared whiteboard wbd lacks the visibility of other participants for team

awareness. MACS overcomes this problem by a special visualization module to show all participants including their con-

figuration (desktop, mobile device, available equipment) in 3D manner. Another solution is provided by mlb that offers a

list of participants and tools for pointing, hand raising and feed back.

MACS offers different policies for granting access rights but wbd and mlb restrict to a simple floor control mechanism

based on passing the floor among participants. All three whiteboards allow import of a couple of file formats (e. g. text,

postscript, pdf, gif, jpeg) but no real application with the exception of Java applets. With wbd on Windows NT4.0, we

encountered serious problems when trying to import a postscript file with landscape orientation. Only public annotation

is possible but private one is excluded. Whereas recording can be performed in various ways (e. g. [27], [60]), data trans-

fer is not supported.

The source code of most MBone tools as well as compiled versions for Unix and Windows are available. Hence, exten-

sions in functionality and adaptation to further platforms can be performed. Setting up the tools requires a lot of effort

and experience. When having found a configuration that works, the system is running sufficiently stable inside and

through firewalls. The usage of MBone tools is wide spread, especially in the academic community.

JETS Version 2.0 and JETS2000 Alpha 1 (Java Enabled Telecollaboration System, [33]) is developed at the Multimedia

Communications Research Laboratory of the University of Ottawa. It is based on the concept of a Web server and client

applets running in browsers. Its main focus is on the functionality of a whiteboard and appropriate control of access

rights (no access at all, mere watching, watching and acting) for students by a teacher. Integration of components for

audio and video is still under construction. Besides common formats, the whiteboard even enables import and control of

videos and VRML files. To some extent, the problem of copyrights can be coped with by using bitmaps with snapshots

instead of the document itself. Like NetMeeting, JETS2000 is supporting latecomers insofar, as login is available at any

time, but transfer of missed material is not included. Participants have to authenticate with name (or nickname) and pass-

word as distributed by the teacher. Especially in classes of large size, this means a tremendous effort. Usage of different

web sites, determines the role of a participant: chair person or listener. The chair person can modify access rights of other

participants to the whiteboard and all its functionality, whereas listeners have to request for it. Current access rights of a

participant are indicated by colours (red, yellow, green). Besides modifying access rights, the chair person can decide

about enabling or disabling private chat among participants.
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The system provides an application programming interface (API) for further development, e. g. for the integration of

applications into the whiteboard. It mainly consists of two components, one for a broadcast channel to participants and

one to be able to lock an application thus providing exclusive access. Unfortunately there are some restrictions. For

instance, core components like session management do not offer an API. Some further shortcomings apply as well. The

whiteboard allows drawing only but no textual input nor pointing or storing of such drawings. The possibility of private

annotation is not mentioned. There are many different windows involved into the system that partially lack usability. Fur-

thermore, the system is based on dynamically negotiated tcp ports. Hence, problems can arise when using firewalls.

Due to be written in Java, JETS2000 is independent from platform. But it is rather sensible regarding the Java version.

For instance, there have been serious stability and performance problems with all browsers we used for testing the system

(Internet Explorer, Netscape on Windows NT 4.0 and on SunOS).

VNC (Virtual Network Computing, [55]) mainly aims at making available control of devices from anywhere in a single

user scenario. It is built in a client-server based structure, where the server is implemented on the framebuffer level and

clients are acting as viewers. By allowing more than one viewer simultaneously, multiple users are enabled to share

applications. Due to the main goal, only authentication of clients is supported without any further administration of par-

ticipants and their context. Moreover, recording has not been mentioned. VNC is an open source project, where material

can be downloaded. VNC servers are available for X Server in the UNIX world and on Windows as well thus providing

platform independence for these systems. Parts being written in Java and the possibility of a Web based user interface

even extend this independence and enable further development.

Originally, JaTek (Java Based Teleteaching Kit, [32]) was developed at the Technical University of Dresden. Among

other components, it is containing the modules JaWos (Java Based Workgroup Support) and Classroom that aim at sup-

porting groups of geographically distributed students by means of a shared whiteboard. The system is based on Java and

therefore independent from platform. In the meantime, it became a product and essential parts are not available for free

any longer.

It can be concluded that neither of these systems is covering the whole list of requirements. Most seriously, annotation

functionality is offered for whiteboards only. In the best case, such a whiteboard allows to import slides or videos but

does not support arbitrary application windows. Moreover, none of the systems provides private annotation being needed

heavily in teaching context. Last but not least, the control of access rights is not solved in a satisfying way. Hence, we

decided to design a new system.

4 Model for application sharing in teaching
When studying application sharing in teaching, three main components become apparent: sessions, participants and

applications. They can be characterized by static and dynamic properties and relations among them. The most important

static attribute of each component is its identification. In the following, our focus is on dynamic behaviour. At each point

in time, a component and its relations exhibit a certain state with regard to attributes. While these states are changing, a

history is arising. Moreover, persons and things can be subject to a predefined schedule. As a whole, one has to regard the

NetMeeting MBone JETS2000 VNC

Set-up call:

automatically accepted

or to be confirmed

+

(announcement - join)

Openness SDK (restricted) + + (API) API

Platform indepen-

dency

-

(Windows)

(+)

(Unix, Windows)

+ (Java based) +

(Java based parts)

Availability + + + + (open source)

Stability + + (Browser)

Authentication certificate sdr: pgp

wbd: -

password password

(challenge response)

User interface + - -

Firewall + + +/-

Table 2: Comparison of most significant existing products (general requirements)
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evolution of states from past via presence to future. All this information about individuals and their environment, the so-

called context information, can be meaningful to other participants to a more or less extent. Hence, we have to take a

closer look on context data that are relevant from our three types of sources as mentioned above.

A session is determined by the following information:

• History: past sessions being related somehow, progress of the current session in time and content, i. e. the overall

results achieved so far.

• State of sessions being related to this session and taking place in parallel.

• Number, identification and state of each participant.

• Number, identification and state of each shared application.

• Schedule.

Teaching sessions cannot be seen as isolated performances but depend on each other with regard to their content and par-

ticipants. Each single part contributes to the overall learning process by delivering a subset of knowledge to mostly the

same people. A session starts at some designated point in time and is making progress. Participants are discussing topics

and presenting slides or experiments to mediate facts and relationships. To this end, they are using appropriate applica-

tions. Though not a regular case, the possibility exists that several sessions are taking place in parallel and have to be syn-

chronized according to some predefined behavior. For instance, a large class can be split into small groups for an exercise

and joined afterwards to continue plenary discussion. If they are mutually aware of their state, groups are getting the

chance to adapt their speed and reduce the overall waiting time. A similar benefit comes with the possibility of joining

sessions at an appropriate moment. This functionality can be useful for multiple interesting lectures taking place in paral-

lel or for life long learning, i. e. for switching between sessions and activities (cf. [18]). In general, the sequence of

treated topics can be predefined in a more or less strict way. Moreover, the session can be planned with a definite comple-

tion time or be open-ended.

Some relevant context information about participants of a session has been mentioned already in Section 2. The com-

plete list looks as follows:

• History: knowledge level and abilities

• Current state: Location, role, desire to ask/comment, degree of attentiveness, understanding, equipment and resources

• Schedule

• Privacy concerns

Teachers and students are motivated differently with regard to their interest in a certain participant. This is one example

for the need of roles; additional ones are application specific as described in the next section. Teachers have to take into

account the history and current state of at least the majority of learners to be able to adapt their presentation adequately.

This holds even for the equipment of learners due to the fact that the most wonderful multimedia slide is not worthwhile

for people participating with small wearable devices (cf. [5]). Moreover, teachers should not overlook a student’s inten-

tion to contribute actively, e.g. by raising his hand. As described in the first scenario, finding teams of co-learners moti-

vates the interest of students in each other. For them, knowledge level, location and schedule are the most relevant

context information. But application specific roles can be of interest as well. In either case, it must be totally up to each

participant, whether to publish context information to everybody, to a subset of participants or not at all. If information is

visible to others, it is useful in collocated scenarios already, especially in a large auditory. For remote participants, it

plays an even more essential role. The most suitable way to present context information about participants is a map con-

taining all participating persons with their position and additional information at appropriate level of detail.

For applications, only a few general statements are possible. Very often, more than one application object is involved.

Similar to sessions and participants, such application objects should provide the following context information:

• History

• Current state

• Schedule

• Relations to other objects and to participants

Depending on the type of application, its objects either belong to the real or the electronic world or to both. As such, they

are subject to a certain life cycle starting in the past and moving toward future in a planned or ad-hoc way. Objects can be

interrelated in temporal, spatial or other fashion. Relations to participants define roles with regard to a certain object, i .e..

the right to modify or view its state. All these abstract considerations will be concretized when coming to examples in

section 8.1. Before that, the realization of the model for application sharing in teaching is examined.
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5 Architecture
Basically, two alternate architectures are available for application sharing: one based on the client-server model and the

other one on peers. When considering the lecture scenario taking place in a designated room it is probable to have at hand

a computer and projector for presentations because more and more rooms at universities are going to be equipped with

such devices. Hence, for this case it is obvious to have the server for application sharing running on this mostly powerful

presentation computer whereas mobile devices with possibly less resources host the client part. Regarding however the

scenario of encounters among students that can take place anywhere and maybe without any infrastructure at hand, a peer

like fashion would be more adequate. According to [36], encounters of rather short (seconds, minutes) and of longer

duration can be differentiated. To support the first one of these cases, they offer the development enviroment Proem. For

teaching purposes however, meetings of a certain duration longer than just a few minutes are more relevant. Therefore,

the tool kit Jxta [37] being focused on this case will be considered more closely.

In a first step, we developed a client-server-based system [51] by keeping in mind the general architecture of conferenc-

ing and application sharing systems (cf. [52]). But the peer case will be tackled with in the near future [49]. As shown in

figure 1, clients and server are physically connected by a network, that can be of fixed or wireless nature. A suitable com-

munication mechanism based on this network is providing logical connections between all components involved. We are

assuming a channel-based metaphor where each participating component can register to get events forwarded to the

channel by others. By encapsulating the communication mechanism, different systems can be used and have to be speci-

fied for each instantiation.

Before diving into details, we briefly introduce the functionality of all components. With a server running on some host,

authenticated users can set up sessions via the session administration components. A public announcement of a session

can be performed by inserting it into the session directory. Via participation components, one can join a session either by

selecting the appropriate session name in the session directory or by directly specifying the server and session name.

Moreover, in combination with the user directory, these components care for proper authentication of participants. Com-

ponents to capture context information about participants, applications as well as the session as a whole increase the

awareness in class and serve further purposes.

After all these preparations, the actual presentation or meeting activities can take place. To this end, participants are using

applications. Each of them is integrated into the system by instantiating and specializing a generic application frame. It

consists of a number of components and provides functionality as follows:

• A configurable floor control component checks access rights of participants for input and control of the application.

• Consistency control cares for a semantic check of the feasibility of actions.

• Application specific context is captured and evaluated.

• It enables public and private annotation.

• It embeds the communication system.

• It provides archiving of all relevant data including context information into databases for later retrieval. Its usage can

be internally or externally. For instance, recorded information can be needed by the component for context handling

to derive missing data. External usage means retrieval by students.

In the following sections, we describe each of these components including our example applications more detailed.

6 Session and user related aspects
Components for user and session management as well as participation are straightforward and similar to those of existing

systems. Hence, we sketch them briefly by emphasizing our new features (cf. fig. 4). For further details please refer to

[62].

6.1 Session administration
According to the client-server based architecture, the first thing to do is to start the session administration server (either

locally or remote) that cares for an superordinate management of all session activities. When invoking this server, a num-

ber of configuration data can be appended, e. g. addresses of directories, a list of all applications being available on this

host for sharing purposes, the selected communication system and default values for all possible parameters (see below).

Upon start, the session administration server initiates a channel of the communication system for usage by clients that

must be authenticated against data of the user directory. Thus, sessions can be announced and started via this channel at

any time and from any place. To this end, the session administration client is used to specify the following parameters:

• A unique identification of the session, e. g. by name of lecture and teacher, room, date and time of begin.

• Optionally a meaningful description.

• Those applications, that are started initially.
11



• For each application the style of floor control (e. g. with/without chair person, see below).

Among others this applies to session administration during this session itself.

Different sessions managed by the same administration server can feature unequal styles.

• Maybe for each application: needed documents including their copyright restrictions.

• Optionally names for public archives.

• Specification of the degree of visibility (announced to the world, restricted) and the address of a session directory

(optionally).

• Optionally the lists of admitted and of excluded users.

For each parameter not being specified explicitely, a default value is used. During a running session, each of these param-

eters can be modified, additional applications can be activated and others deactivated at any time. Even removal of origi-

nally admitted participants is possible. Such operations for session control can be performed by the floor holder for

session administration only. By default, either the person with highest priority (see characteristics of participants as con-

tained in user directory) or the one who starts a session or first joins it automatically becomes floor holder for this task if

not having the majority vote against him. Like with ordinary applications, this floor can be passed to any other partici-

pant.

6.2 Session directory and context
Depending on the two scenarios as described above, a session can be planned in advance for an open auditory like a lec-

ture or it takes place in a more spontaneous and maybe closed manner like encounters, mainly among students. In accor-

dance with that, announcement and start of a session are either separate events or performed directly one after the other.

In any case, all parameters of the session are manifesting a new entry in a session directory. Hence, one can check for

duplicate specification of sessions with same originator and date. Depending on the intended visibility, the whole infor-

mation about a session is either publicly available to all participation clients or restricted somehow (cf. functionality of

[43]). This can be achieved by a hierarchy of multiple such session directories, e. g. one being local to the administration

server and further ones being central to whole sets of servers. The highest amount of visibility is reached at the root of

this hierarchy. Additionally, a directory at any level has to guarantee that unauthorized users do not learn about a certain

session. Authorization is determined based on the user’s characteristics (see user directory below).

Besides the announcement of a session, the session directory collects all dynamic data thus maintaining the session con-
text. It includes the following to fit the above introduced model:

• time of start and end of the whole session,

• joining and leaving, resulting list of participants (including the context of each participant, see below),

• activation and deactivation of applications,

• application specific information (see section 8.1), e. g. number of slide currently presented or current topic.

This information provides awareness in class. As described in Section 4, people can profit from it in various ways.

Figure 3: SASCIA architecture
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6.3 Participation
For each session, a participation server and all relevant application frames are started that offer their own sets of chan-

nels for clients. Based on the participation client, a user can transmit a join request to this server. This happens either by

selecting the appropriate name of an announced session in the session directory or by directly specifying the server and

session name. The following further data are required and have to be appended to the join request:

• identification (name or pseudonym) and authentication data,

• optionally perspected role,

• current location in class, e. g. seat number as captured by some positioning system or specified manually (see discus-

sion in section 6.4).

After checking authentication and all characteristics of this person as contained in the user directory against the session

parameters as described in section 6.2, a person either is admitted to the corresponding session or rejected. In the first

case, she becomes a participant and her participation client receives all necessary information to join a communication

channel and start application frames. After that, she can share applications according to her role and access rights, per-

form annotations, manually modify her context (see dynamical data in the user directory) and leave the session by again

using her participation client. As a whole, participation components are responsible for those operations during a session

that are concerning one user only thus not underlying any floor control restrictions.

6.4 User directories and participant context
As mentioned already, all relevant characteristics of users are maintained by the user directory. On one hand, it manages

attributes staying static for some period of time like the following:

• Authentication data like user name and password or certificate to support the session administration and participation

server.

• The hierarchical level, e. g. professor, staff, student, guest for floor control components (see below).

• Privacy demands regarding all kinds of information, especially dynamic ones.

These data are inserted by the system administrator and the user itself and modified rather seldom. On the other hand,

dynamic information is contained in the user directory. It defines the current participant’s context to increase the overall

awareness among people in general as well as in class by obeying privacy regards. Like for the static part, most current

values of these attributes can be fed into the system manually. But as discussed in the following, this is not always the

way preferred or feasible. Hence, automatic procedures are required but unfortunately lead to further problems (cf. Table

3).

The role of a person is the only information being easily to determine. Whether a person is allowed to act as a teacher can

be derived from the hierarchical level. Application specific roles are either assigned by a teacher or agreed upon by the

group in a voting process (cf. Section 7.2 and 9). In either case, they are defined manually and inserted accordingly.

Further parameters of participants are more or less difficult to capture. In the meantime, a lot of systems have been built

to find out about the location of a person and achieve location awareness [38]. An overview is presented in [19] who clas-

Figure 4: Session and user related aspects in SASCIA
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sify according to criteria like cost as well as accuracy and precision that reach from some hundred meters down to milli-

meters. Due to high cost and effort of these systems, they are not suited to fit the needs at universities. Above all, this

attribute remains the same during the whole session or at least for a certain period of time. Hence, the SASCIA system

currently relies on manual input of the seat number. The same applies to the desire to contribute, despite the fact, that

hand raising should appear more often. But the only alternative apparently being available consists in using cameras and

image understanding. [44] apply manual input for students’ feedback to the teacher’s presentation speed. This is one hint

for attentiveness and understanding of students (further information regarding the level of concentration can be derived

e. g. by the examination of eye movement as reported in [14]).

In contrast to these parameters, the knowledge level should not be specified manually due to the fact that self estimation

is questionable. In a first approach, participants of an unguided experiment are classified by means of a short initial test.

More extensive information can be collected by  permanent control and observation.

Looking at existing infrastructures at universities, a user database is at hand but generally it is just containing authentica-

tion data without any further attributes. Due to national laws for privacy and individual security, this restriction can be

mandatory. While it is useful to profit from functionality being available already, the lack of additional attributes is a seri-

ous one. We solved this problem by introducing a hierarchy of user directories with different levels of information. Each

presentation computer hosting a server for application sharing is equipped with a local user directory containing all nec-

essary data about those users that most frequently are working with this server. This includes a guest account for external

people being invited for a presentation. If a person is not found in this directory, a central user directory is called that

relies on the existing infrastructure for authentication.

7 Application frame and control components

7.1 Application frame
An application frame including components for start and data distribution, for access control, annotation, archiving and

context handling is needed for each application that is shared among participants. Almost all components of such frames

must be invoked both on the client and on the server side. In contrast to this, it is not necessary and sometimes even

undesired that the application as a whole is running everywhere but can be split among server and client sides (cf. the

example of simulation applets in Section 9). As a consequence, the application frame client and server each is starting its

correct portion of the application in combination with a shared whiteboard to enable public and private annotation. More-

over, the frame components are invoking a floor control component with parameters suited to this application and a spe-

cific control component to observe semantic consistency of all input as made by participants (at server side only).

After the instantiation phase, clients and server care for mediating commands and data between their application parts,

the communication system and components for archiving as described in the next section. In any case, they are letting the

floor control components check whether the initiating person is authorized for access to the application or to public anno-

tation. Moreover, copyright and license restrictions can be obeyed by transmitting snapshots instead of actual application

data. All data are treated type-dependent, e. g. the transmission of audio and video streams happens via compressed

frames.

While the components for control of floor and semantic consistency are described more detailed in this section, we post-

pone the treatment of the shared whiteboard to section 9 due to the dual role of this component as part of the application

frame and an application of its own.

Intended
frequency of

changes

Manually Automatically

Mechanism Evaluation Mechanism Evaluation

Location, seat number Low Directly / selection Acceptable Expensive equipment Not worth currently

Desire to contribute,
hand raising

High
Button click Acceptable Camera +

image understanding

To be examined

Level of attentiveness Low - - (Eye movement) To be examined

Level of understanding Low Feedback slider To be examined Currently not available -

Level of knowledge and
abilities

High
Self estimation Not reliable Test To be examined

Table 3: Comparison of mechanisms for capturing context of participants
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7.2 Floor control
Components for floor control are a first step toward consistency of control and data. They are needed for the session man-

agement as well as for each application that is shared among the participants (cf. [50], [3]). Depending on the setting,

participants are in a hierarchical or peer relationship. Different applications as well as these two settings are posing dif-

ferent requirements on floor control. To cope with the whole spectrum, a configurable component has been designed. It

exhibits the following parameters:

• Floor size

• Sub-floors to enable a partitioning of the floor.

• Session style: moderated or voting to decide about granting or revoking the floor.

We introduce the size of a floor to be a number greater or equal to one. It stands for the number of participants that is

granted the floor simultaneously. Thus, strict as well as relaxed conditions for sharing applications can be realized. In a

lecture, rather the first case will be the one preferred because either the teacher or a student is allowed to perform actions

or annotations in an application window. For a discussion among students, simultaneous acting can be more advanta-

geous to some extent.

If not set to one, the floor size should be specified as fraction of the group size to automatically adapt it if the number of

participants changes. Otherwise two kinds of side effects might appear, either the unintended case of not letting every-

body get the floor simultaneously in case of latecomers or the mostly uncritical one of multiple assignment of the floor to

the same person after early leaves.

The concept of sub-floors is motivated as follows. When thinking of simulations or games, participants can play different

roles when using the same application. Hence, a partitioning of the whole floor makes sense to control input to each of

these roles separately by a designated sub-floor. The principle behind coincides with the assignement of floors to single

resources as introduced by [21], but is more concrete and closer to the application level. We further proof the usefulness

of this mechanism in the context of our second example application, shared usage of simulation applets for learning com-

munication protocols.

If a participant wants to perform an action and currently does not possess the floor or sub-floor, he has to request it. In a

lecture or more generally a moderated setting, the chair person is informed about the request. To be close to real life, this

person can be shown a map of the classroom with all those participants marked that are competing for the floor. Based on

this map, she can decide whom to grant the floor at first and how to proceed.

In a setting with peers, granting the floor can be supported by voting. To this end, each participant is informed about

queued floor requests and votes for each of them. The participant with the majority of votes gets the floor. In case of

deadlock, either the team is informed about the situation or the system determines one of the candidates automatically.

This behavior is subject to configuration.

7.3 Control of semantic consistency
Even in case of input being in concordance with access rights of a participant, the semantics of this action can be faulty

in the current context. While learning by making errors and observing the effect of these errors is a very effective one for

students, it depends on the application whether consequences of erroneous behaviour can be tolerated or not.

Regarding applications like talking to a microphone, gesturing toward a camera or using an electronic whiteboard, errors

are difficult to specify and detect but are annoying for other participants in the worst case. A similar example is given by

the mechanism to experiment with communication protocols as laid out in [7] and [54]. It consists of simulating and

interacting with different protocol variants and watching the resulting behaviour with respect to correctness and perfor-

mance. In such simulation environments being completely restricted to the electronic world, faulty usage can be tolerated

as long as the availability of devices is not touched.

But when thinking of further applications, errors can even lead to serious problems. In contrast to mere electronic simu-

lation environment, this holds for real world experiments. Taking examples like a railway model or chemical reactor,

train crashes and explosions lead to damages and loss of expensive material. Hence, erroneous input must be recognized

and prohibited before causing such effects. This applies already for the single user case but even more for the compli-

cated version of multiple participants acting in different roles.

It can be concluded, that the specific rules of an application have to be specified. Only then, the input of participants can

be checked automatically against these rules and be accepted or rejected accordingly.
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8 Application specific context, recording and exception handling

8.1 Context handling
By the interaction of people with an application, state changes of application objects are provoked (if allowed by control

components for floor and semantic consistency, see above). Thus, the application specific context is changed as well that

is comprising internal states and those of the environment. To enable collaborative usage, participants must be informed

about such changes where only a subset of them can be meaningful. Hence, events of state changes have to be captured,

eventually evaluated and filtered as well as distributed. To make things more concrete, we study the nature of states and

corresponding changes for the most popular applications in teaching: presentation tool, development or simulation envi-

ronment, real experiment in the area of natural and engineering sciences.

By means of presentation tools, a sequence of slides is shown. Thus, a state of this application comprises the list of those

slides being treated already as well as the number of the current one. With each slide, annotations of different type are

coupled closely as appended during the performance. An annotation can be of written, oral or visual form. As a conse-

quence, even drawings, keywords and gesturing for explanatory purposes are belonging to states of the presentation

application. Moreover, synchronization points are of interest, e. g. switching to or returning from another application.

A development environment is responsible for the creation, modification and completion of specifications (e. g. UML

diagram, interface declaration, programme module) and relations among them. Hence, these specifications are constitut-

ing application objects. Their current state is one part of the state of the application as a whole. In a similar way, a simu-
lation environment consists of a number of objects, each one running through a series of possible states during a specific

simulation process. For instance in communication protocols, simulation objects refer to nodes, channels and messages

[7]. The state of a node is comprising states of all its internal parameters, where relevant events are sending and receiving

of messages of a certain type. At each point of time, a channel exhibits a certain bandwidth, throughput and error rate.

Consequently, a message is transmitted correctly or with error states (e. g. lost, destroyed or multiplied).

Regarding real experiments, the chemical or physical state of all objects and elements involved are of relevance. Whereas

states of all other applications as mentioned above are directly available in electronic form, those of real experiments

have to be measured first and transferred to the electronic world. Taking for example a railway model, current position,

direction and speed of trains have to be captured by a suitable mechanism [8].

8.2 Recording
It can be seen, that in all cases an interface is needed between an application and its application frame to deliver applica-

tion specific context to the frame for distribution to participants. Like the context of sessions and participants, the one of

applications has to maintained. Notably for applications, the history is of interest to help in deriving context information

that is difficult to detect otherwise. Besides this, recording all application-dependent events as well as data and annota-

tions during lectures or discussions, serves three purposes: informing latecomers about past events and data, retransmit-

ting in case of errors and storing the whole procedure for future replay in real-time. Due to these requirements and the

one to record information about all kinds of applications, a special data format has been designed consisting of the fol-

lowing meta data (similar to [22]):

• identification of the originator of an operation,

• type of data,

• global time stamp plus index,

• visibility: public or private

and the data themselves.

Thinking of later retrieval of such data in various ways, the best thing to do is to integrate a database for archiving. A first

design decision concerns the number and placement of such databases. Having enough resources at hand, databases for

all public data on the server and on each client as well as databases for private annotations on each client provide the

maximum of flexibility and fault tolerance. Hence, we have chosen this approach for the prototype but will consider

alternate solutions later on to be able to adapt to smaller devices with only scarce resources. For each application, a sepa-

rate set of databases is created.

To be independent from the actual database product, suitable components (see DBAppServerImpl and DBAppClientImpl
in fig. 5 and 6) are needed for capsulation. To even achieve independence from the implementation of these components,

only their interface is relevant for applications. To distribute public data to clients, two separate channels are used, one

for the regular and one for exceptional cases. The latter is similar to the late-join channel in [63]. Names of these chan-

nels are determined automatically by deriving them from the corresponding application name, e. g. <session

name>regWB and <session name>latWB for a whiteboard application.
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As shown in fig. 5, the channel for the regular case is instantiated on the server by the Application Server. When receiv-

ing data including originator and type from the application frame on the server, this component appends the remaining

meta data like time stamp, index and public visibility. Time stamps are needed to be able to replay in correct temporal

order. The index is returned to the application frame and serves both as acknowledgement and reference to the archived

data record. Using the afore mentioned channel for the regular case, the whole record of public data is then propagated to

all clients being registered at this channel. At the same time, it is passed to a component named DBServer that stores it

into the database. Due to performance reasons (see section 11), two steps are needed. At first, the record is stored in main

memory before really writing it to the database in an asynchronous way.

On each client side, a consumer object (DBChannelConsumerPublicData) has to register at this channel. Thus, it

receives all data transmitted through this channel. It passes them to its local DBServer that stores all data into its local

database in the same way as the corresponding component on the server (see above). Moreover, meta data contained in

the data record are propagated to DBConsumer and DBAppClientImpl. DBConsumer informs the application frame run-

Figure 5: Database usage for regular case
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ning on the client about the arrival of new data via a suitable event containing all relevant meta data. This enables the

application to read new data at an appropriate moment.

DBAppClientImpl is responsible for private note taking that is performed without involving the server. To this end, it is

receiving private annotation by the application frame. For proper ordering of public and private data, a special numbering

scheme is used. Indices are built in the form of m.n where m signifies the highest index as appeared in public data and

received by DBChannelConsumerPublicData. n denotes the current index of private data. Public data themselves are

having a zero in the private index. As soon as the next public data arrive, the index of private data continues with

m+1.n+1. Let us consider e. g. a private data record arriving between public entries having 1.0 and 2.0. Hence, its index

is 1.1. Two subsequent private records between public data 2.0 and 3.0 will then get 2.2 and 2.3. Having determined the

proper indices, DBAppClientImpl passes private data and corresponding meta data to DBServer for final database stor-

age.

8.3 Database usage for exception handling
It has been mentioned already, that components for archiving are used not only for later replay but as well for the case of

data records missing at one of the clients’ databases. This arises in case of latecomers, application abort and transmission

errors. As shown in fig. 6, DBMisDatServer and DBMisDatClient are instantiated at system start to care for the appropri-

ate treatment. They can communicate via a special channel (left hand side in fig. 6) being offered by the server and joined

by clients. Each one initiates and maintains a DBList object containing the list of indices of public data that are existing

in the local database. At the server, DBAppServerImpl is responsible for any update of DBList. On the client side, this

object is shared between DBMisDatClient and DBChannelConsumerPublicData (see above) who both can receive data

from the server. In either case, DBList is reflecting the actual content of the local database thus avoiding permanent

requests to get it.

Hence, missing data can be detected whenever DBList is exchanged among DBMisDatClient and DBMisDatServer by

comparing the received object with the corresponding local one. Sending DBList from client to server actually means a

request to retransmit any missing data, whereas in the opposite direction the client has to check its local data for com-

pleteness and possibly claim for them afterwards. As a whole, DBMisDat transfers its DBList to the server in the follow-

ing cases:

• When joining and leaving a session or after an application crash.

• If an application has requested a data record from the local database, that is not existing there thus causing a DBNot-

FoundException.

• After receiving a DBList from the server containing more indices than its local DBList.

The first case is good for supporting latecomers and achieving a complete reception of data, even in face of application

problems. If an application request for data leads to a DBNotFoundException, access to the database is blocked until the

corresponding record has been arrived from the server. If this record is not even existing at the server, the application is

informed by means of a DBNoSuchDataException.

Hand in hand with sending DBList, a DBPublicDataEvent is created at the client side and passed via DBConsumer to the

application. This information enables the application to react accordingly by either blocking until all data have been

arrived or by continuing its execution. Correspondingly, a concluding DBPublicDataEvent notifies about the completion

of all activities regarding request for missing data and retransmission. Hence, the application is informed permanently

about the state of any such activities.

After having described the behaviour at the client side, the server has to be studied more detailed. Its activities are

straightforward. Whenever DBMisDatServer detects missing data from the comparison of DBList objects, it requests the

corresponding records from its local DBServer and packs them into objects of type DBMisData. Such objects are retrans-

mitted to all participants through the special channel in decreasing order of indices, i. e. starting with the highest index

number. Each such sequence of retransmissions is concluded by propagating the server’s DBList object to clients to

enable them to check for further missing data. Due to this feature and the fact, that all clients are registered at this chan-

nel, subsequent arrivals of DBList from different clients can be neglected until the current one has been answered com-

pletely.

9 Example applications

9.1 Example application 1: Whiteboard
Besides a simple chat facility, two further applications have been integrated into SASCIA yet. As mentioned already, the

electronic whiteboard is playing a dual role. Besides being part of application frames, it can be used for loading or

unloading of one or more documents as well as for drawing, writing, public annotation and pointing. To be allowed to
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invoke such operations, participants must be floor holder. According to the concepts of the last section, a participant

either is possessing the floor (e. g. the teacher) or has to request it. Fig. 7 presents the teacher’s view who can grant and

revoke the floor to/from students. As shown at the upper left of fig. 7, we extended this basic concept by a second mode

for being able to apply private annotation as well. This case does not require any possession of the floor. The following

tools are available with the whiteboard: pencil, sponge, marker for highlighting, text, pointer. For each of these tools,

position, size and colour can be chosen. Usage of tools and input of data can be performed with devices like mouse, key-

board or touch-sensitive surface.

For each pointing device, a locator object has to be implemented. By imitating the popular mouse interface, this locator

object offers operations like press, release and drag. The corresponding events are converted into specific operations and

passed to an object for drawing resp. writing as well as to the local DBServer . Such events can happen on a client in pri-

vate or in public mode or on the server. Regarding public cases, DBServer transmits events to its counterpart on the

Figure 6: Database usage for exception handling
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server or all clients. In any case, it stores them into the appropriate local database. A more detailed description of the

architecture can be found in [51].

9.2 Example application 2: Animation and Simulation applets
As a third example, a special sort of animation and simulation applets was integrated. Such applets have been designed

especially to facilitate teaching in the area of communication protocols where students very often are confronted with

rather complex, highly dynamic and concurrent processes (e. g. [7]). Think for instance of a protocol for the electronic

market with buyer and seller trying to install a reliable and secure connection where they can trust each other. It is not

obvious, how parameters can prevent a man-in-the-middle attack. In a first step, a simulation applet enables a single

learner to play with the protocol, try out different input sequences as well as correct and faulty protocol variants. Hence,

she can watch the resulting behavior with respect to correctness and performance. Moreover, a teacher can demonstrate

the whole process to students.

In a second step, collaborative usage of applets has been realized [3]. Depending on the protocol in question, simulated

nodes are behaving according to a certain role. For instance, in the mutual authentication scenario, three roles are

involved (besides a moderator): buyer, seller and attacker. The floor control as described above cares for offering a sub-

floor for each of these roles, thus enabling participants to play together in a controlled manner (see fig. 8). Moreover, they

can apply public and private annotation on snapshots of the applet at each point of time.

It should be noted, that these simulation applets have been constructed according to the MVC-scheme (Model, View,

Control). This enables the afore mentioned possibility to partition applications. Whereas the model and control parts are

residing on the server side, each client has only a view part running locally. After each simulation step, the server notifies

clients about the new context information. Hence, the component for view can provide context awareness to participants

by showing the current state of each simulated object.

Figure 7: Snapshot of whiteboard with facility for public and private annotation
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10 Implementation aspects
To achieve platform independence, the system was implemented in the JAVA programming language. Existing tool kits

and products were evaluated for stability reasons and reduced implementation effort.

10.1 Underlying communication mechanism
Regarding the logical connection between clients and server, we used JSDT (Java Shared Data Toolkit, [34]) Version 2.0

by Sun as underlying communication mechanism. It is consisting of a collection of Java objects and functions to support

development of interactive and cooperative applications. Its main focus is on dissemination of messages and data to a

designated group of receivers. To provide an interface of higher abstraction level, it is independent from and encapsulates

the underlying transport mechanism in so-called communication objects. Among other features, JSDT supports the chan-

nel metaphor as described earlier and needed by the components of our framework.

The following communications objects are available with the distribution:

• tcp/ip sockets for communication via tcp (transmission control protocol for internet protocol) and udp (user datagram

protocol),

• http (hypertext transfer protocol) tunelled sockets to cope with firewalls and

• lrmp (lightweight reliable multicast protocol).

The latter can be used to benefit from multicast facilities as offered in wireless networks.

Either the application or the user are choosing one of these communication objects at runtime or when starting the first

connection. This does not exclude the usage of further objects but will be neccessary in special cases only, e. g. in the

context of firewalls.

JSDT is offering mechanisms to structure a communication into three different basic components: session, channel and

bytearray. The concept of a session is used for data exchange among communication participants. A session is started and

managed by a server object. Via the address of this server (its ip address, port and the chosen communciation object), cli-

ents can participate in a session. The concept of channel enables data transfer to one special member or a group of them

in a synchronous or asynchronous way. Bytearrays define a distributed storage area that is synchronized automatically.

Further components and methods are available in JSDT to manage and control the data transfer itself. Examples are

tokens, manageable objects and client authentification. Tokens care for synchronizing actions belonging to the same ses-

sion. They can be requested, released and passed among clients. Hence, they are an ideal concept to realize floor control

mechanisms for applications and coordination of shared access to resources. By means of manageable objects, clients

Figure 8: Shared usage of animation and simulation applet
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can be privileged for special actions on this object. For example, creation, removal and entering a session, channel, byte-

array or token can be privileged actions. Before performing such actions, clients have to authenticate.

It can be seen, that JSDT is offering sufficient concepts to realize the application sharing system as described above. It

should be noted, that similar results can be obtained with GroupKit [16]. But this system is based on TCL/TK and

focused on Unix operating systems.

10.2 Underlying database
Another design decision concerns the database to be used for archiving. From the requirements of section 2, the follow-

ing evaluation criteria have been derived:

• Independent from platform.

• Available for free for non commercial usage.

• Sufficient stability.

• Minimal hardware requirements (regarding mobile and wearable devices)

• JDBC interface for conformance with standard [13].

• Short response times.

• Cope with large and with many records.

• Easy to install and to configure.

When applying these criteria to the systems MySQL 3.23.30 [35], [46], Ovrimos SQL Server 3.0 [10], [53] and

InstantDB 3.26 [29], we obtained the results as shown in table 4 (+: valid +/-: partially -: does not hold ?: unknown). It

can be seen, that all three systems provide comparable behaviour in almost all criteria with the exception of easy installa-

tion and configuration. Because these aspects are crucial in a teaching environment, we decided to integrate InstantDB

3.26 into the SASCIA prototype (see [58] for further details).

11 Measurement results
The prototypical implementation is based on a wireless network of Lucent [40], workstations running Sun Solaris, note-

books with some version of Microsoft Windows, a physical whiteboard called SMARTBoard from Smart Technologies,

Inc. [61]. Further hardware to be included are a Digitizer Board [30] and tablet [64].

Before testing the system in class, a series of measurements has been performed. We estimated the most critical parame-

ters to be the time for establishing connections between clients and servers, the time to start application frames and the

time for storing and retrieving data to resp. from the database. Moreover, the multicast facility of JSDT was tested.

For the experiments, we used a server residing on a PC (AMD Athlon 900 MHz, 128 MB) and a client being placed on a

notebook (Intel Pentium III 1000 MHz, 256 MB) connected by a 2 Mbit/s wireless LAN, a 10 Mbit/s connection between

MySQL 3.23.30 Ovrimos SQL Server 3.0 InstantDB 3.26

Independent from platform +/- +/- +

Available for free

(non commercial usage)

+ +/- +/-

Stability sufficient + ? +

Minimal hardware requirements + + +

JDBC interface + + +

Short response times + + +/-

Large + + +

Many + + +

Installation easy - - +

Configuration easy - - +

Table 4: Comparison of existing databases

Time
for application start (on client / on server)

Time for establishment
of client-server-connection

Local case 172 ms / 55 ms 297 ms

Remote case 312 ms / 55 ms 398 ms

Table 5: Performance of session management and underlying communication system
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a bridge and switch and another 100 Mbit/s connection via a second switch to the PC. As shown in table 5, connection

establishment and start of application frames takes additional 100 to 140 more ms for the remote case in comparison to

the one with client and server on the same node. For clients, times are less because more work has to be performed on the

server and the server used was a rather slow one. As a whole, values are not the best ones but acceptable [62].

Regarding the performance of databases, different variants have been tested. The encapsulated database InstantDB is

offering two modi, one with storing directly to disk (’without fastUpdate’) and another one with keeping data in memory

and writing them to disk subsequently (’fastUpdate’). Fig. 9 demonstrates that this factor does not provide good results.

For better performance, a further buffer was introduced to receive data before passing them to the database. But even this

variant does not perform rather well when compared to a solution solely relying on memory without any database at all.

Nevertheless, values for the variant with buffer seem to be acceptable [58].

When comparing the communication behaviour of the system with two different transport media, tcp/ip and lrmp, it

showed up that the variant with multicast encountered serious problems for a packet size above 8 KB whereas the unicast

variant performed quite well (see [51] for more details).

12 Summary, conclusion
We presented some extensions to existing concepts of application sharing systems that cope with special requirements of

collocated teaching. Context information is used for a couple of purposes (e. g. presenting a map to the teacher to facili-

tate identification of students, especially of those raising their hand). A configurable floor control is covering different

kinds of applications and different session modi (moderated, voting, role-based sharing). Public and private data can be

captured to make them available for subsequent replay.

The prototypical realization is containing a whiteboard for annotation, for shared presentation and collaborative usage of

simulation applets to facilitate the learning of communication protocols. It is planned to integrate further applications

like more simulation environments and real life engineering experiments. For such cases, context information about

applications and observation of semantic consistency are getting the most important components. While it is rather easy

to obtain context information about simulation objects, this does not hold for participants and application objects in real

experiments (e. g. trains in a railway model or elements in a chemical reactor, see [8]). For instance, in the current ver-

sion we rely on manual input of the geographical location or seat number of participants. It has to be investigated, how

information can be captured automatically by means of sensors and cameras, how such data can be combined with the

recorded history to achieve an almost complete picture of the whole session, its participants and all its application

objects.

Further plans concern the extension of the system to integrate remote participants and small devices like PDAs. More-

over, an architecture based on peers [49] and a mechanism to notify absent persons about the treatment of interesting top-

ics to enable them to join at the appropriate moment [18] will be examined. To facilitate the integration of arbitrary

applications, it is planned to combine VNC [55] with our system.

As a whole, SASCIA will contribute to better interactivity among teachers and students as well as increase the effiency of

teaching.
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	Abstract

	The success of teaching is depending on a couple of factors: on how far students are involved int...
	Mobile and ubiquitous computing offer new possibilities to achieve these goals by increasing the ...
	As a consequence, SASCIA offers remote control and viewing facilities to all participants during ...
	As demonstrated by measurement values with a first prototype, the performance of the whole system...
	1 Introduction

	Education has become one of the most crucial factors of our community regarding industry as well ...
	A first support for collocated scenarios with all participants being present in the same room was...
	But tele-presence is not well accepted due to its lack from mediating the feeling of really being...
	In contrast to human interaction, there is a much higher motivation to perform laboratory experim...
	With more wide spread usage of mobile devices and the upcoming technology of wireless networks, n...
	From a more general point of view, the last two cases have in common that state information about...
	We want to proceed one step further by studying all these aspects in a systematic way. Context aw...
	In the following, we start with collecting requirements arising in this special context (section�...
	As a consequence, a model was built for all involved components and their context information bei...
	2 Scenarios and requirements

	As laid out in the introduction, two different scenarios, one with teacher and the other one with...
	2.1 Scenario 1: Lectures

	The first scenario concerns a scheduled lecture with teacher and students (cf. fig.�1). We assume...
	Figure 1: Scenario 1 - lecture in wireless environment

	Traditionally, teachers of all disciplines have been writing on a blackboard, showing physical sl...
	Thinking of students carrying mobile and handheld devices with them, opens up new possibilities f...
	In general, teachers must be able to guarantee a proper performance of the lecture and control st...
	2.2 Scenario 2: Learning and performing experiments without guide

	The second scenario takes place in a group of students without any supervising person being prese...
	Figure 2: Scenario 2 - student encounter in wireless environment

	But nevertheless, they are equipped with mobile devices and share applications via wireless conne...
	2.3 Requirements

	It can be seen, that both scenarios are posing a number of different requirements that can be cla...
	The inclusion of video streams has not been mentioned explicitely due to the fact that it is simi...
	General requirements concern implementation aspects and the runtime environment of a system with ...
	In the following we examine, whether existing systems do cope with the catalogue of these require...
	3 Examination of existing products and related work

	Before developing a new system from scratch, we investigated existing systems with respect to the...
	According to ITU standards [31], NetMeeting [47] from Microsoft is offering audio, video and whit...
	Table 1: Comparison of most significant existing products (specific requirements)

	The initiator of a session can remove participants and control the whiteboard but a priori has no...
	A software development kit (SDK) is available that allows the integration of new tools. As demons...
	As a whole, NetMeeting is a common tool in business environments where participants can be assume...
	Like NetMeeting, Groove [15] simply relies on Windows operating systems. It provides a list of se...
	Based on MBone (Multicast Backbone, [43]), a number of tools are available for conferencing in di...
	MACS offers different policies for granting access rights but wbd and mlb restrict to a simple fl...
	The source code of most MBone tools as well as compiled versions for Unix and Windows are availab...
	JETS Version 2.0 and JETS2000 Alpha 1 (Java Enabled Telecollaboration System, [33]) is developed ...
	The system provides an application programming interface (API) for further development, e.�g. for...
	Due to be written in Java, JETS2000 is independent from platform. But it is rather sensible regar...
	VNC (Virtual Network Computing, [55]) mainly aims at making available control of devices from any...
	Originally, JaTek (Java Based Teleteaching Kit, [32]) was developed at the Technical University o...
	Table 2: Comparison of most significant existing products (general requirements)

	It can be concluded that neither of these systems is covering the whole list of requirements. Mos...
	4 Model for application sharing in teaching
	5 Architecture

	Basically, two alternate architectures are available for application sharing: one based on the cl...
	In a first step, we developed a client-server-based system [51] by keeping in mind the general ar...
	Before diving into details, we briefly introduce the functionality of all components. With a serv...
	After all these preparations, the actual presentation or meeting activities can take place. To th...
	In the following sections, we describe each of these components including our example application...
	Figure 3: SASCIA architecture
	6 Session and user related aspects

	Components for user and session management as well as participation are straightforward and simil...
	6.1 Session administration

	According to the client-server based architecture, the first thing to do is to start the session ...
	For each parameter not being specified explicitely, a default value is used. During a running ses...
	6.2 Session directory and context

	Depending on the two scenarios as described above, a session can be planned in advance for an ope...
	Besides the announcement of a session, the session directory collects all dynamic data thus maint...
	This information provides awareness in class. As described in Section�4, people can profit from i...
	Figure 4: Session and user related aspects in SASCIA
	6.3 Participation

	For each session, a participation server and all relevant application frames are started that off...
	After checking authentication and all characteristics of this person as contained in the user dir...
	6.4 User directories and participant context

	As mentioned already, all relevant characteristics of users are maintained by the user directory....
	These data are inserted by the system administrator and the user itself and modified rather seldo...
	The role of a person is the only information being easily to determine. Whether a person is allow...
	Table 3: Comparison of mechanisms for capturing context of participants

	In contrast to these parameters, the knowledge level should not be specified manually due to the ...
	Looking at existing infrastructures at universities, a user database is at hand but generally it ...
	7 Application frame and control components
	7.1 Application frame


	An application frame including components for start and data distribution, for access control, an...
	After the instantiation phase, clients and server care for mediating commands and data between th...
	While the components for control of floor and semantic consistency are described more detailed in...
	7.2 Floor control

	Components for floor control are a first step toward consistency of control and data. They are ne...
	We introduce the size of a floor to be a number greater or equal to one. It stands for the number...
	If not set to one, the floor size should be specified as fraction of the group size to automatica...
	The concept of sub-floors is motivated as follows. When thinking of simulations or games, partici...
	If a participant wants to perform an action and currently does not possess the floor or sub-floor...
	In a setting with peers, granting the floor can be supported by voting. To this end, each partici...
	7.3 Control of semantic consistency

	Even in case of input being in concordance with access rights of a participant, the semantics of ...
	Regarding applications like talking to a microphone, gesturing toward a camera or using an electr...
	But when thinking of further applications, errors can even lead to serious problems. In contrast ...
	It can be concluded, that the specific rules of an application have to be specified. Only then, t...
	8 Application specific context, recording and exception handling
	8.1 Context handling


	By the interaction of people with an application, state changes of application objects are provok...
	By means of presentation tools, a sequence of slides is shown. Thus, a state of this application ...
	A development environment is responsible for the creation, modification and completion of specifi...
	Regarding real experiments, the chemical or physical state of all objects and elements involved a...
	8.2 Recording

	It can be seen, that in all cases an interface is needed between an application and its applicati...
	and the data themselves.
	Thinking of later retrieval of such data in various ways, the best thing to do is to integrate a ...
	To be independent from the actual database product, suitable components (see DBAppServerImpl and ...
	Figure 5: Database usage for regular case

	As shown in fig.�5, the channel for the regular case is instantiated on the server by the Applica...
	On each client side, a consumer object (DBChannelConsumerPublicData) has to register at this chan...
	DBAppClientImpl is responsible for private note taking that is performed without involving the se...
	8.3 Database usage for exception handling

	It has been mentioned already, that components for archiving are used not only for later replay b...
	Figure 6: Database usage for exception handling

	Hence, missing data can be detected whenever DBList is exchanged among DBMisDatClient and DBMisDa...
	The first case is good for supporting latecomers and achieving a complete reception of data, even...
	Hand in hand with sending DBList, a DBPublicDataEvent is created at the client side and passed vi...
	After having described the behaviour at the client side, the server has to be studied more detail...
	9 Example applications
	9.1 Example application 1: Whiteboard


	Besides a simple chat facility, two further applications have been integrated into SASCIA yet. As...
	Figure 7: Snapshot of whiteboard with facility for public and private annotation

	For each pointing device, a locator object has to be implemented. By imitating the popular mouse ...
	9.2 Example application 2: Animation and Simulation applets
	Figure 8: Shared usage of animation and simulation applet


	It should be noted, that these simulation applets have been constructed according to the MVC-sche...
	10 Implementation aspects

	To achieve platform independence, the system was implemented in the JAVA programming language. Ex...
	10.1 Underlying communication mechanism

	Regarding the logical connection between clients and server, we used JSDT (Java Shared Data Toolk...
	The following communications objects are available with the distribution:
	The latter can be used to benefit from multicast facilities as offered in wireless networks.
	Either the application or the user are choosing one of these communication objects at runtime or ...
	JSDT is offering mechanisms to structure a communication into three different basic components: s...
	Further components and methods are available in JSDT to manage and control the data transfer itse...
	It can be seen, that JSDT is offering sufficient concepts to realize the application sharing syst...
	10.2 Underlying database

	Another design decision concerns the database to be used for archiving. From the requirements of ...
	When applying these criteria to the systems MySQL 3.23.30 [35], [46], Ovrimos SQL Server 3.0 [10]...
	Table 4: Comparison of existing databases
	11 Measurement results

	The prototypical implementation is based on a wireless network of Lucent [40], workstations runni...
	Before testing the system in class, a series of measurements has been performed. We estimated the...
	Table 5: Performance of session management and underlying communication system

	For the experiments, we used a server residing on a PC (AMD Athlon 900 MHz, 128 MB) and a client ...
	Regarding the performance of databases, different variants have been tested. The encapsulated dat...
	Figure 9: Access time for reading and writing

	When comparing the communication behaviour of the system with two different transport media, tcp/...
	12 Summary, conclusion

	We presented some extensions to existing concepts of application sharing systems that cope with s...
	The prototypical realization is containing a whiteboard for annotation, for shared presentation a...
	Further plans concern the extension of the system to integrate remote participants and small devi...
	As a whole, SASCIA will contribute to better interactivity among teachers and students as well as...
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